Abstract-In Natural Language Processing (NLP) symbolic systems, several linguistic phenomena, for instance, the thematic role relationships between sentence constituents, such as AGENT and PATIENT, can be accounted for by the employment of a rulebased grammar. Another approach to NLP concerns the use of the connectionist model, which has the benefits of learning, generalization and fault tolerance, among others. Inspired on neuroscience, it is proposed a connectionist system called BIOθPRED (BIOlogically plausible thematic (θ) PREDictor), designed to reveal the thematic grid assigned to a sentence. Its architecture comprises, as input, a featural representation of the words (based on the verb/noun WordNet classification and on the classical semantic microfeature representation), and, as output, the thematic grid assigned to the sentence. BIOθPRED is designed to "predict" thematic (semantic) roles assigned to words in a sentence context, employing biologically inspired training algorithm and architecture, and adopting a psycholinguistic view of thematic theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N SENTENCES such as (1), one can intuitively find an AGENT (the man) and a PATIENT (the girl). The Government and Binding linguistic theory [3] refers to the roles words usually have in relation to a verb as thematic roles (θ-roles), so that the verb hit assigns a thematic grid with the following roles [AGENT, PATIENT] to this sentence. But linguistic theory also assumes that this structure can change, depending on the sentence. So, to sentence (2), the same verb hit assigns a different thematic grid ([CAUSE, PATIENT] ), since car is CAUSE, instead of AGENT. The difference between (1) and (2) arises from the semantic properties concerning the subject of verb hit -the conscious animate noun man in (1) in relation to the inanimate noun car in (2) 1 .
The man hit the girl.
The car hit the tree.
The theoretical approach to thematic roles in linguistics is symbolic. As in predicate logic, the linguistic expressions are decomposed into a central predicate (often the verb) and a number of arguments that complete its meaning. The predicate assigns thematic roles to the arguments so each sentence can be associated with a thematic grid. In this paper, the system BIOθPRED is presented. BIOθPRED stands for BIOlogically plausible thematic (θ) PREDictor, proposed to identify the thematic grid assigned to a semantically sound input sentence. This Natural Language Processing (NLP) system, based on linguistic thematic theory, incorporates many features including dealing with lexical and thematic ambiguities.
The next section presents microfeatural distributed representations and thematic roles under a psycholinguistic view. Section III describes the biologically plausible BIOθPRED system, presenting its connectionist architecture and learning algorithm, considered biologically motivated, also some simulation experiments, evaluation and a real example, showed step by step. And finally, in section IV, concluding remarks.
II. MICROFEATURAL DISTRIBUTED REPRESENTATION AND THEMATIC ROLES
English lexical resources, like PropBank [28] , FrameNet [11] , and VerbNet [16] provide thematic role labels. These labels can be used in annotation tasks. Although the lexical bases differ in the granularity of semantic labels, they are very compatible [27] . Among them, FrameNet is the most fine-grained regarding thematic relationships.
According to [1] , "semantic (thematic) roles are a critical aspect of linguistic knowledge because they indicate the relations of the participants in an event to the main predicate." [1] propose a computational approach that shows that children and adults use associations between general thematic roles such as AGENT and THEME. In addition, they suggest that semantic roles are verb-based and evolve over time. Also, semantic roles can be learned from the data children are exposed to, through a process of generalisation and categorisation. Regarding cognitive neuroscience, [5] studies how cortical plasticity is employed to drive thematic role assignment in language acquisition.
A. Distributed representations in BIOθPRED
In BIOθPRED, a distributed semantic microfeatural representation is employed, inspired by Waltz and Pollack's [37] and McClelland and Kawamoto's [18] representations. The chosen features are related to a psycholinguistic thematic theory. For verbs, it is based on WordNet 2 classification for verbs [10] and on a thematic framework. For nouns, it is based mainly on WordNet classification for nouns [23] . The chosen semantic features for verbs in BIOθPRED are strongly based on a non-lexicalist representation; that is, the thematic role assignment componentially depends on the whole sentence.
For instance, consider again the verb hit in sentences (1) and (2) . To explain the difference between their thematic grids, one can resort to the notion that thematic roles are elements with semantic content [6] . In this case, it seems that sometimes (e.g. in sentence (1) direct process triggering is required by the verb hit in relation to the first argument (the man), while no such direct triggering is required in sentence (2)). Thus, one could say that direct process triggering is a feature to be associated with the verb.
Thus, a small set of features can be associated with the verb, in the same manner that nouns are associated with a set of (different) features. The componential features associated with the verb change according to the sentence in which the verb is used. So, it is inadequate to say that a specific verb assigns a single thematic grid, because this will depend on the whole sentence in which the verb occurs. In sum, a nonlexicalist approach is preferable [32] .
It is important to notice here that the verb microfeatures are chosen in order to encompass the semantic issues considered relevant in a thematic framework. The microfeatures outside this semantic context are not meaningful. They only make sense in a system like BIOθPRED, where the specification of semantic relationships between the words in a sentence plays a leading role.
The schema on table I displays the semantic features for verbs. These features are based on WordNet classification for verbs [10] and on a thematic framework. For each of these dimensions, one feature is active, and the other is inactive.
For instance, table II shows the features for the verb hit in the senses of sentences (1) and (2). As one can see, two different readings for the same verb. But when the user enters the verb hit into BIOθPRED, the system does not know which hit is intended. And, the input pattern makes use of a third value to represent uncertainty, in dimensions where the different readings of the word disagree. It means that in cases in which the two readings agree with the values of an input dimension, this dimension holds the agreed value in the input representation. In cases in which the two readings disagree, the feature displays the value 0.5 in the input representation. The goal is to verify whether the system can come up with the correct values for such unspecified slots or positions in the input array. Therefore, some of the microfeatures will be undetermined and the system should arrive at the missing values for the intended reading of hit.
In addition to the thematic ambiguity of verbs, the system can also handle the problem of lexical ambiguity of nouns. For ambiguous nouns (bat, for instance), the input employs a representation similar to that of verbs (values in a threevalued logic). Table III shows the microfeatures for nouns, based on WordNet classification for nouns [23] . Here, there are twobit groups representing the semantic features, except for change, cognition, communication, competition, emotion, motion, perception, social, stative, and weather, which are represented by only one bit. For instance, for the nouns woman and car see which features are active on table IV.
III. THE BIOLOGICALLY PLAUSIBLE BIOθPRED SYSTEM
In this section, the BIOθPRED system is presented: its biologically plausible connectionist architecture and the su- 
Legend: commun. = communication, nat. obj. = natural object, nat. phen. = natural phenomenon, prof. adult = professional adult. A fourth value should be included in each line representing "not applicable": (00/0).
pervised learning algorithm, simulation experiments, and evaluation, including a real example.
A. BIOθPRED connectionist architecture
The connectionist network used in BIOθPRED is structured in three layers: the input layer α with A units, to which the input sentence is made available, word by word; the hidden layer β with B units, which allows the network to develop internal representations; and the output layer γ with C units, from which the assigned thematic grid representations are generated by the system.
The implemented architecture is bi-directional, with a hundred input units (A = 100), fourteen hidden units (B = 14), and seven output units (C = 7), one for each of the seven thematic roles 3 : AGENT (A), PATIENT (P), EXPERIENCER (E), THEME (T), LOCATION (L), CAUSE (C), and VALUE (V) 4 . In this case, the architecture classification schema, according to Sun [36] , can be single-module, employing distributed representation. Each sentence is presented one word at a time to the input layer α (see figure 1 ). Notice that there are different slots for verbs and nouns. Notice also n/a n/a corporeal n/a n/a society n/a n/a nature n/a n/a miscellaneous n/a n/a size large large consistency soft hard form angular angular fragility n/a n/a instrument n/a n/a adulthood adult n/a gender female n/a body n/a n/a change n/a n/a cognition subject n/a communication subject n/a competition subject n/a consumption subject n/a contact subject/object object creation subject object emotion subject n/a motion subject subject perception subject n/a possession subject object social subject n/a stative subject subject weather n/a n/a the bi-directional links between hidden (β) and output (γ) layers, while there are unidirectional links from input (α) to hidden (β) layer. Since input sentences are pre-parsed [30] , sentences other than declarative could be accepted. This paper reports only the connectionist learning with declarative sentences, but a key-structure with all the nouns compounding the sentence and the main verb is generated. This way, sentences like (3), (4) and (5) would generate the same key-structure (catopen-door) which predicts the same thematic grid [AGENT, THEME] assigned by verb open.
T he cat opened the yellow door.
T he yellow door was opened by the cat.
Did the cat open the yellow door?
B. Biologically plausible supervised learning
For each sentence presented, an output is computed, based on the input pattern and on the current values of net weights. The actual output can be quite different from the "expected" output, i.e. the values that it should have in the correct reading of the sentence, that is, the correct thematic grid assigned to the input sentence. During training, each output is compared to the correct reading, supplied as a "master input." This master input should represent what a real language learner would construct from the context in which the sentence occurs. Learning may be described as the process of Fig. 1 . The connectionist architecture of BIOθPRED [31] . Thematic roles in the output layer γ: A = AGENT, P = PATIENT, E = EXPERIENCER, T = THEME, L = LOCATION, C = CAUSE, and V = VALUE.
changing the connection weights to make the system output correspond, as close as possible, to the master input.
Instead of the computationally successful but (considered) biologically implausible [4] supervised Backpropagation [33] , the learning algorithm BIORec employed in BIOθPRED is inspired by the Recirculation [13] and GeneRec [25] algorithms, and consists of two phases. In the expectation phase 5 (figure 2), when input x, representing the first word of a sentence through semantic microfeatures, is presented to input layer α, there is propagation of these stimuli to the hidden layer β (bottom-up 5 O'Reilly [25] employs the terms "minus" and "plus" phases to designate expectation and outcome phases respectively in his GeneRec algorithm.
propagation) (step 1 in figure 2 ). There is also a propagation of the previous actual output o p , which is initially empty, from output layer γ back to the hidden layer β (top-down propagation) (steps 2 and 3). 6 Then, a hidden expectation activation (h e ) is generated (Eq. (6)) for each and every one of the B hidden units, based on inputs and previous output stimuli o p (sum of the bottom-up and top-down propagations -through the sigmoid logistic activation function σ). Then, these hidden signals propagate to the output layer γ (step 4), and an actual output o is obtained (step 5) for each and every one of the C output units, through the propagation of the hidden expectation activation to the output layer (Eq. (7)) [29] . w h ij are the connection (synaptic) weights between input (i) and hidden (j) units, and w o jk are the connection (synaptic) weights between hidden (j) and output (k) units 7 . In the outcome phase ( figure 3) , input x is presented to input layer α again; there is propagation to hidden layer β (bottom-up) (step 1 in figure 3 ). After this, expected output y (step 2) is presented to the output layer and propagated back to the hidden layer β (top-down) (step 3), and a hidden 6 The superscript p is used to indicate that this signal refers to the previous cycle. 7 i, j, and k are the indexes for the input (A), hidden (B), and output (C) units respectively. Input (α) and hidden (β) layers have an extra unit (index 0) used for simulating the presence of a bias [12] . This extra unit is absent from the output (γ) layer. That's the reason i and j range from 0 to the number of units in the layer, and k from 1. x 0 , h e 0 , and h o 0 are set to +1. w h 0j is the bias of the hidden neuron j and w o 0k is the bias of the output neuron k.
outcome activation (h o ) is generated, based on inputs and on expected outputs (Eq. (8)). For the other words, presented one at a time, the same procedure (expectation phase first, then outcome phase) is repeated [29] . Recall that the architecture is bi-directional, so it is possible for the stimuli to propagate either forwardly or backwardly.
In order to make learning possible the synaptic weights are updated through the delta rule 8 (Eqs. (9) and (10)), considering only the local information made available by the synapse. The learning rate η used in the algorithm is considered an important variable during the experiments [12] .
C. Simulation experiments
In this subsection, simulation experiments for BIOθPRED are presented. Training sentences represented by their semantic microfeatures are entered, word by word, to the input layer α (training step). Each sentence is accompanied by its thematic grid since the adopted training algorithm BIORec is supervised. After training, test sentences are entered in order to check the system learning of the correct thematic grids (recognition step).
During training, the system employs a sentence generator which generates only semantically well-formed sentences. That is, in training, there are no undetermined input values. Every (lexically or thematically) ambiguous word is related to a specific meaning regarding the sentence in which it occurs. After training, when the user enters a thematically ambiguous verb (or a lexically ambiguous noun), the word is simply entered as it is written, that is, without any additional semantic information. So, since at input layer the word comes apart from the sentence, it is unknown which meaning is intended. In this case, some semantic microfeatures have their values "undetermined." For instance, see the word hit on table II, for the semantic microfeature control of action, one reading has the value "yes" while the other presents "no." When the user enters hit, the value of this feature is unknown, so it is set on 0.5 (neither "yes" nor "no"). The system will arrive to the correct value because it learned sentence patterns with the two readings, so, based on context, it is able to "discover" which is the correct reading (a kind of pattern recognition).
The sentence generator generates the sentences using a frame set for each one of the verbs, including alternative readings of the thematically ambiguous verbs. Each frame specifies a verb, a noun set and a list of possible fillers for each noun. So, the sentence frame the human eats the food 8 The learning equations are essentially the delta rule (Widrow-Hoff rule), which is basically error correction: "The adjustment made to a synaptic weight of a neuron is proportional to the product of the error signal and the input signal of the synapse in question." (Haykin [12] , p. 53). is a generator for sentences in which the subject human is replaced by one of the words in the human list, like man, and food is replaced by one of the words in the food list, like soup, since eat assigns the following thematic roles: an AGENT (the one that eats) and a PATIENT (the food that is eaten). Then the sentence the man eats the soup could be generated. And the output for this sentence would be the assigned thematic grid [AGENT, PATIENT] . See the frames and the assigned thematic grids (outputs) for some verbs on table V. The generator replaces the categories present in frames by the words for each category (see examples on table VI), in order to furnish BIOθPRED with the input sentences. Table VII shows the thematic grids assigned by some verbs in training sentences.
The data used in the experiments are realistic in the way that they reflect situations found "in the wild." The method used for generating sentences for the training and test sets (i.e. by filling out the slots of sentence frames) creates a representative set of training or test instances, because the chosen frames are typical for the kinds of sentences BIOθPRED intends to deal with. If all possible inputs and outputs are shown to a connectionist network employing a supervised training procedure, the net will find a weight set that approximately maps the inputs to the outputs. For many artificial intelligence problems, however, it is impossible to provide all possible inputs. To solve this problem, the training algorithm uses the generalization mechanism, i.e. the network will interpolate when inputs, which have never been received before, are supplied. In the case of this system, since words are described by microfeatures arrays, there are words with related meanings (like, for instance, woman and girl). These words are expected to contain many microfeatures in common, so the distance between their microfeatures arrays is small, favoring generalization.
When BIOθPRED runs, it is shown a menu through which the user can train the system to learn the correct thematic grids assigned to input sentences. The training set was chosen in order to contain representative verbs and nouns of each thematic category present in BIOθPRED. After training, the system saves the weight matrixes (W h and W o ) corresponding to the learned knowledge. The user can also check the thematic grid assigned to an input sentence. In this case, they are asked to input a sentence manually or to let the system generate it.
The sentences generated automatically by the test generator are different from the sentences generated by the training sentence generator, although their thematic frames are basically the same (the difference relies on the choice of the words involved, compare table V with table VIII). In this case, only the default readings for thematically ambiguous verbs are generated, simulating a user entering sentences to be analyzed. The user does not need to know which thematic reading is expected for the verb; BIOθPRED will decide, based on sentence context, which will be the correct reading and, consequently, arrive at the expected thematic grid assigned to that sentence. 
D. Evaluation
After about 45,000 training cycles, which corresponds to an average output error 9 of 10 −3 , the system will be able to predict the thematic roles assigned to an input sentence.
In relation to accuracy, the system presents precision rate of 94% 10 , since only seven words revealed inadequate thematic roles in 120 words belonging to test sentences, in a limited, but sufficient, set of test sentences.
E. A real example
Consider the connectionist architecture of Figure 1 . Take sentence 11 as an example. This sentence is fed to the input layer α, word by word, through semantic features. First, the word woman is entered into the noun slot, with the following semantic microfeatures (see table IV The woman dressed the girl.
The word woman represented by its semantic microfeatures propagates to the hidden layer β -bottom-up propagation. Also, an empty output o p is fed to the output layer γ, and then to the hidden layer β -top-down propagation. The sum of these signals ((Eq. (6))) is propagated to the output layer γ, generating an output signal o (Eq. (7)) ("expectation" phase - figure 2) .
After this phase, the word woman is fed again to the input layer α, propagating to the hidden layer β -bottomup propagation. A target output y 11 is propagated from the output layer γ to the hidden layer β -top-down propagation, generating a signal (Eq. (8)) ("outcome" phase - figure 3 ). This way, the connection weights could be updated (Eqs. (9) and (10)).
Only when the verb dress is fed to the input layer α, the thematic role assigned to the subject woman could be predicted (in this case, AGENT Of course, in the beginning of training, the obtained output o is far from the target output y, therefore the error is large. It means that y does not represent yet the thematic role it should represent for the noun woman. After the verb, it is time for the object noun girl, whose features are: no action, life: 10 Precision rate is the number of correct answers given by the system divided by the number of answers given by the system [15] . 11 In this case, the first word of a sentence, no target output will be provided (y = 0) because the system does not know the verb yet. Only after the verb input, there will be a correct thematic role presented at the output as signal y (target or desired output). When training is finished, the system will give the thematic role for girl, i.e., THEME.
When many sentences are shown to the network, it will be able to reduce the error to a minimum acceptable, so it can be said that the system learned the thematic roles of training sentences. In the recognition step, if the user enters sentence 11, for instance, BIOθPRED will be able to reveal the thematic role for each word entered: for woman, no thematic role appears because the verb is still unknown, for dress, the system reveals the thematic role for woman, regarding the verb dress: AGENT. When finally the user enters the word girl, the system will give THEME at the output.
IV. CONCLUSION
In the (not too) recent field of connectionist NLP, several systems [14] , [18] , [19] , [21] , [35] use the notion of thematic role modeling. The system BIOθPRED departs from all these in that it relies on the role of semantic entailments in thematic relations, i.e., in the way it makes use of theoretical knowledge from linguistics.
In connectionist NLP systems, the words belonging to a sentence must be represented in such a way as to keep the meaning of the words and, at the same time, to be useful for the network to develop significant internal representations. The representation of semantic features adopted in this system would also easily allow for new words to be entered in order to increase its lexicon, provided that their semantic microfeature arrays are supplied.
BIOθPRED adopts pre-specified semantic microfeatures, although its microfeatures are based on WordNet, which is considered an ontology based on semantics [24] . In addition, there is a psycholinguistic concern about which features should be considered important in a thematic framework. A next version of this system could contemplate a kind of semantic features learning, like FGREP architecture [20] , [22] , which develops distributed representations for its input/output words.
BIOθPRED presents as a novelty a more biologically plausible architecture and training procedure based on O'Reilly [26] . The bi-directional connectionist architecture is designed to account for chemical and electrical synapses that occur in the cerebral cortex, and the training procedure makes use of this architecture resulting in a model based on neuroscience.
Elman [7] , [8] proposes a simple recurrent network to predict the next word in input word sequence. The network hidden layer develops structured representations for the words based on how the words occur in sequences. So, prediction of the next word in a sentence cannot rely only on linear relationships [2] , [9] . This way, the network ought to discover the more abstract relationships between constituents. Although language is clearly not mainly about prediction, there is good evidence that expectancy generation plays a role in language comprehension [9] . Prediction thus has psychological plausibility.
In this system, the architecture employed is feed-forward, although bi-directional. A recurrent architecture, in the sense of Elman [8] was also considered, but it proved to be not as efficient as the bi-directional feed-forward version, although it is well known that recurrent architectures are adequate to temporal processing tasks, like NLP.
